
AERODYNAMIC SOLUTIONS
Side Skirts • Mud Flaps • Belly Panels & Quarter Fenders



Fleet Engineers designs and manufactures a unique product offering that improves 

fleet profitability and provides for safer driving conditions on the road. 

 Side Skirts.  Fleet Engineers’ fuel-saving side skirts feature exclusive QuickMount 

and SkirtTrak technology to facilitate quick installation and repairs.

 Mud Flaps.  The unique design of AeroFlap mud flaps improves safety and fuel-

efficiency by allowing air to flow through the flap—not into it. 

 Belly Panels.  AeroPan belly panels reduce drag and protect the undercarriage from tire blow-outs.

 Quarter Fenders.  AeroSlipper quarter fenders boost fuel efficiency and 

feature a smoother appearance than traditional quarter fenders.

For over 50 years, Fleet Engineers has built a solid reputation 

for producing quality truck and trailer products. As we 

continue to grow, our commitment to providing superior 

systems solutions and parts to our customers is growing with 

us. Our team of industry-best professionals is focused on 

continually expanding and improving our product lines, 

technology and capabilities to serve the trucking industry 

and to do our part in keeping your trucks on the road. 

With manufacturing and warehousing facilities stretching 

across North America, Fleet Engineers is your single-source 

partner for aerodynamic solutions, door systems, spray 

control and truck and trailer parts and accessories. Our 

highly trained sales and customer service teams provide 

the best, most reliable experience in the industry. 

 

CONTACT US TODAY 
TO LEARN MORE.

800-333-7890
FLEETENGINEERS.COM

Driving Forward

Specifications, descriptions and illustrative materials in this literature are 
as accurate as known at the time of publication, but are subject to change 
without notice. Fleet Engineers PolyTrak® door has a U.S. Design Patent No. 
D595,428 PolyTrak® and ToughTrak® are registered trademarks of Fleet 
Engineers. Copyright 2015 Fleet Engineers, Inc.
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Aerodynamic Solutions:
Improved aerodynamics mean increased profits and safety.



51-800-333-7890

SIDE SKIRTS

It’s true that Henry Albert is an industry-renowned expert in aerodynamics; 
but, above all, he’s a truck driver. As owner of Albert Transport, Inc., of 
Statesville, NC, Henry is relentless in his pursuit of optimal fuel efficiency. 
It’s a mission he calls “The Quest For 10,” a reference to the industry gold 
standard of 10 mpg. Every day, Henry records precisely how many miles 
per gallon his truck achieves. Factoring in variables such as weather, load, 
and terrain, Henry has learned countless secrets to improving his fuel 
economy—and his bottom line. 

Many of Henry’s most dramatic advances in fuel efficiency have come 
as a result of running his truck with Fleet Engineers aerodynamic 
products. AeroSaver side skirts have resulted in fuel economy as high as 
7% for Henry, and AeroFlap mud flaps increased efficiency by another 
1 mpg. “Although each change produces a relatively small incremental 
improvement, when you add them together, they make a real 
difference,” said Henry.

At Fleet Engineers, we recognize the value of suggestions from 
drivers like Henry, whose insights and observations help our 
engineering team develop and improve product design. We’re also 
proud to help Henry get closer to achieving “The Quest For 10.”

Driving Forward: 

The Quest for 10

“I’ve noticed a dramatic 
reduction in road spray 
from Fleet Engineers’ 

products. In this industry, 
we have plenty of battles 

to fight. When you’re 
dealing with traffic, 

government regulations, 
weather, other drivers, 

brokers, and shippers, do 
you really want to pick a  
fight with the air itself?”

– Henry Albert  
Albert Transport, Inc. 

Fleet Engineers offers three side skirt options: AeroSaver, AeroSaver Classic, and the new AeroSaver 
pup skirt. Engineered to offer the perfect blend of efficiency and durability, all models feature a design that 
places the side skirt close to the road, yet safely above potential obstacles.  

Fleet Engineers side skirts produce a noticeable improvement in handling, especially on bridges and 
overpasses, and in other locations affected by high winds. Our side skirts also improve safety by reducing 
the amount of rain spray and improving visibility for both the truck driver and nearby traffic.

ABOVE: The AeroSaverTM three-piece configuration. Also available in one-piece configuration.

EPA Smartway verified advanced – Meets California 
Air Resources Board stand-alone trailer aerodynamic 
requirements for the Greenhouse Gas/Smartway rule.

Better for your Bottom Line:
Adding our side skirts to your trailer is like adding  
money to your bank account.
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Increased Fuel Economy
Fuel savings of up to 7% can be obtained by reducing 
drag from the underside of the trailers with AeroSaver.

Increased Ground Clearance
AeroSaver averages up to 6” of additional ground 
clearance over standard side skirts, reducing the risk of 
damage without altering fuel savings or performance.

Multiple Configurations
AeroSaver is available in a variety of configurations:           
a one-piece panel to facilitate OEM installation;                    
a two-piece panel for short to mid-size pup trailers; 
or a three-piece panel to simplify installation for an 
individual and provide economical shipping and storage.

Fast Installation
Save time and money on day one with AeroSaver’s 
easy installation.  The patented quickmount brackets 
accept the preassembled SkirtTrack channel while still 
leaving room for adjustability before securing in place.

SIDE SKIRTS
With AeroSaver Side Skirts by Fleet Engineers, you’ll experience:
   • Increased fuel economy.
  • Enhanced control and reduced rainspray.
 • Ease of installation.

AeroSaver™ Offers Lightweight, Flexible 
Performance 

QuickMount brackets, used with all AeroSaver 
models, feature a curved design to allow flexible 
movement and prevent damage to panels.

AeroSaverTM Classic: A Timeless Favorite

Introducing the all-new AeroSaver pup skirt.

Engineered with a lightweight blend of polypropylene and fiberglass material, AeroSaver panels are rigid enough 
to prevent movement in all driving conditions, yet flexible enough to yield when they encounter obstacles.

AeroSaver also offers the following advantages:
Owners and operators who prefer the sleek appearance of a metal panel side skirt choose Fleet Engineers’ AeroSaver Classic. 
Lightweight aluminum construction and e-coated hardware offer maximum strength and corrosion resistance.

AeroSaver Classic reduces fuel use by up to 6% , offering the following advantages:

 Easy installation with SkirtTrack and QuickMount systems 

 Flexible extrusion to prevent damage from obstacles 

 Straight or angled mounting options 

 Reefer cut-out option

 Two sizes to accommodate 48’ and 53’ trailer lengths

Utilizing the same innovative mounting system as the AeroSaver and AeroSaver Classic, the AeroSaver pup skirt is 
designed exclusively for 28’ and 33’ pup trailers.  Engineered for easy shipping, handling, and installation, the pup skirt 
version features the following:

 Installs easily using patented QuickMount and SkirtTrak system

 Ships efficiently in one compact box 

 No holes to drill into the trailer during installation

 Two lightweight panels per side

 Can be installed by only one person



  AeroFlap by Fleet Engineers:
   • Reduces spray
  • Enhances safety for nearby traffic
 • Protects your investment

MUD FLAPS

 NEW SIZES AVAILABLE! The standard AeroFlap is 
available as a 24”-wide mud flap for standard dual-
tire configurations, and also as a new 19”-wide mud 
flap for wide base (super single) configurations. 

The drag from traditional mud flaps hinders your truck’s ability to move efficiently down the road, pulling 
on your rig like a set of parachutes. AeroFlap’s innovative, open design breaks up trailing air vortexes 
around the wheels, eliminating the need for anti-sail brackets and improving safety and fuel-efficiency. 

Your truck pulls its weight every day. 
Your mud flaps shouldn’t hold it back.
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AF-19 for wide-base tires
After tests conducted by the National Transportation Research 
Laboratory (ORNL) showed that wide-base tires increase 
gas mileage by nearly 3%, many fleets began to switch over 
to wider single tires. Fleet Engineers’ new AF-19 mud flap is 
designed to complement wide-base tires and is available in two 
sizes: 24” and 30”.

AF-24 for standard dual 
tire configurations
For traditional dual tire configurations, the original AeroFlap 
AF-24 remains the industry standard. It is available in three 
lengths: 24”, 30”, and 36”

Effective spray control protects 
your fleet and other drivers.

Rain-spray creates dangerous road conditions for truck drivers and surrounding traffic. AeroFlap’s innovative 
design subdues rain-spray, channeling it away from nearby drivers and creating a safer environment.

The AF-24 AeroFlap features a reinforced angled design for use with straight or
angled brackets. Just like the AF-19, all flaps are symmetrical (non-handed) for use 
curb-side or street-side

The new narrower AF-19 AeroFlap is the perfect fit for super single wide-base 
tire configurations. All flaps are symmetrical (non-handed) for use curb-side or 
street-side. 

The same great features—now in two models

Fleet Engineers recently expanded the AeroFlap mup flaps line with 
new sizes to accommodate customers’ changing needs. 

All AeroFlap models offer these features:

 State-of-the-art injection molding for maximum durability

 Polypropylene construction to withstand temperatures as low as -30 °F

 Two standard color options: black or white

 Custom colors available for large orders

 Adaptable design to accommodate straight or angled bracket configurations

Shown above: The new AF-19 AeroFlap from Fleet Engineers – 
specifically designed for super single wide-base tires. 

AeroFlap™ mud flaps offer the 
following advantages:

  Reduced drag, resulting in greater fuel economy

  Open design vents excess heat away from wheels and 
 braking systems, reducing maintenance costs

  Reduced spray improves safety for driver and nearby motorists

  Versatile design adapts to straight or angled brackets
White AeroFlap

Black AeroFlap



  AeroPan & AeroSlipper
   • Increases aerodynamic efficiency
  • Protects your investment BELLY PANELS & QUARTER FENDERS
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AeroPan™ belly panels also offer 
the following advantages:

   Lightweight, non-rusting aluminum construction

   Easy, one-person installation

   Adaptable design for dual tire and single wide-base tires

   Flexible configuration to accommodate various lengths

AeroPan belly panels are engineered to protect the vulnerable undercarriage of tractor-trailers from unexpected tire 
blow-outs. The panels also improve fuel efficiency and aerodynamic performance by covering trailer cross members 
and reducing drag.

AeroPanTM is the smart choice for maximium 
vehicle protection and aerodynamic efficiency.

AeroSlipper quarter fenders also offer the 
following features:

 

   One-piece, injection-molded design

   Lightweight, high-impact polypropylene with radiused side flanges

   Multiple finish options to complement every fleet style.

AeroSlipper Classic quarter fenders are available in three finishes with 
radiused side flanges: 18 gauge polished stainless steel, 18 gauge black 
primed steel, and 16 gauge aluminum.

With a smooth, rounded surface and sleek design, AeroSlipper (plastic) and AeroSlipper Classic (metal) quarter 
fenders are the most attractive, aerodynamic quarter fenders on the market.  Drag reduction is achieved by reducing 
the cross tube length and eliminating braces, offering optimum performance. 

The AeroSlipperTM is a smooth operator. 
Other fenders are just a drag.

Contact your Fleet Engineers Aerodynamic Specialist  
at 1-888-333-7890 for more information! Configure yours online by visiting www.fleetengineers.com.

The patented AeroSlipper 
Classic is offered with an 

18 gauge polished stainless 
steel finish (shown) and two 

other finish options.

SHOWN: The AeroSlipper injection-molded polypropylene fender



1800 EAST KEATING AVENUE    MUSKEGON  MICHIGAN 49442    231-777-2537    800-333-7890    FAX: 231-773-5500

 FLEETENGINEERS.COM

Driving Forward

Aerodynamic Solutions Door Systems Spray Control Truck & Trailer Parts & Accessories

PRODUCT LINE SOLUTIONS
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Fleet Engineers designs, manufactures and distributes comprehensive product line 

solutions for aerodynamics, door systems, spray control and truck and trailer parts 

and accessories designed to perform in the most demanding conditions. Every one 

of our products comes with our promise to always provide the best quality products, 

personalized service and competitive pricing possible.

Look for the Fleet Engineers brand through our network of distributors, 
dealers and OEMs across North America, or visit us at fleetengineers.com  

to learn more about how we are driving solutions to the trucking industry.

You Can Expect More


